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	Week of: May 25, 2020
	Let's Get Started: We are thrilled to share some fun ideas for your child to do at home this week.On My Own activities can be done with little supervision, while With My Family are activities you can do together. Moving My Body activities are to help get energy out in a positive way, and the Helping at Home activities connect your child to your daily routines.
	OMO: Tape Track1. Using a roll of painters tape, create a race track around the room (or, house if you would like).2.Create loops, twists, turns, and you can even throw in tunnels or bridges if you feel creative enough. 3. Then, give your child a few age appropriate vehicles to drive along the path. While the activity takes a little time to set up, it should keep your child engaged for a while! 
	WMF: Messy Art1. If the weather is warm enough, this activity can be done outside using a hose or sprinkler. If not, this activity can be done in a bath tub (though fewer people will be able to participate).2. Get some non-toxic washable paint, paint brushes or sponges, and the water (if you have bath time paint, that will work too).3. Allow your child or children to paint on themselves or each other (they can be in bathing suits), and feel free to get involved too!  
	MMB: Toy Rescue1. Get a muffin tin, some toys that will fit in the circles, painters tape (masking tape would work too), and some child scissors. 2. Put a toy in each of the cups. Then, take strips of tape and cover the holes. If the tape is thin, use multiple strips, if the tape is thicker, you can use just one. 3. Allow your child time to work on their scissor skills by freeing their toys from the cups.4. Feel free to make it more difficult or easier based on your child's level.*Be sure to supervise this activity closely.
	HH: Sweep the Floor1. If you have a small broom and dustpan, it will be helpful. If not, you may have to assist a little more.2. Tape a square on the floor using painters tape.3. Put the mess into the square and encourage your child to sweep the it up. The square can be made bigger for younger children and smaller for older. 4. Work with your child on how to sweep the debris into the dustpan to throw away.  


